
Detroit officials searching for a solution to the fiscal problems caused by a 
declining population and manufacturing industry, turned to an income tax in 
1962 for the first time. This started a trend of the city relying on its remaining 
residents and businesses to keep it afloat. In 1971, the city instituted a new 
utility tax (which was eventually followed by a wagering tax aimed at casinos in 
1999). Detroit’s answer to a declining population was to repeatedly institute 
new taxes or raise the existing ones to solve its decreasing revenues. However, 
therein lies the problem. Detroit was not solving any of its problems, it was 
instead opting to put a band-aid on the issues and just keep replacing it. 
Using taxes to raise revenue sounds good to everyone, that is everyone except 
the residents and the businesses. Quickly, Detroit became more expensive and 
in turn, less attractive because the city’s residents were being taxed far higher 
than anywhere else. Thought to be a solution to factories and residents leaving 
the city, the new tax system instead drove more of them out. Not only did the 
new tax system accelerate the decline of the population, it also did not fix the 
city’s falling revenues. As shown in the figure below, the city’s income 
continued to fall, despite having four different sources of tax revenue.
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Research showed that city officials in Detroit repeatedly fail to act on studies they 
commissioned, that showed changes in economic trends as early as 60 years ago. The 
unwillingness of political leaders to address these economic changes, steadily crippled 
the city’s economy beginning in the mid-twentieth century. While natural factors such 
as suburbanization and deindustrialization contributed to Detroit’s financial woes, poor 
policies and decisions made by the city’s urban regime are what ultimately led to the 
city filing for bankruptcy.

The unwillingness of political leaders to address these economic changes, steadily 
crippled the city’s economy beginning in the mid-twentieth century. While natural 
factors such as suburbanization and deindustrialization contributed to Detroit’s 
financial woes, poor policies and decisions made by the city’s urban regime are what 
ultimately led to the city filing for bankruptcy. 

Based on the analysis conducted in this study, it appears that Detroit is on the road to 
recovery. Over the last 25 years, the leadership has shown a renewed focus on 
reestablishing downtown as the hub of economic activity. Specifically, Detroit is using 
entertainment to attract private investment and kick start economic activity. However, 
this study is only one small step towards the analysis of Detroit’s resurgence. Based on 
my research, it is clear that Detroit has a very clear strategy of redevelopment.  Their 
plan involves: entertainment, attracting big companies to create headquarters 
downtown, developing a public-private partnership with wealthy entrepreneurs, 
increasing the walkability of the downtown area, and instilling confidence in investors 
that the economy is moving towards stability. 

The rise of suburbs saw many downtowns that were once 
the focal point of communities, gradually lose their luster. 
Detroit was not immune to these changes, and in many ways 
the economic problems the city has faced in this decade, 
were triggered by an inability to adapt with these economic 
changes. This SIP goes in-depth on Detroit’s rise as the Motor 
City, and its steady fall that culminated in the city filing for 
bankruptcy in 2013. It will start by examining trends and 
economic concepts integral to urban core cities across the 
country. The study expounds upon these concepts by 
connecting them to Detroit specifically; looking at the city’s 
history and how changes in economic policies influenced 
where the city is today. Next, the study analyzes what 
strategies Detroit is following currently to recover from its 
financial crisis. The study concluded by summarizing the 
impact of these economic strategies on the outlook of the 
city.
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There is still more research that can be done to build upon the analysis that I 
conducted. Absent from my analysis of Detroit’s entertainment district, is the empirical 
data needed to establish a link between the compactness of a city’s entertainment 
district and its level of walkable urbanism. In addition, future research can expand the 
analysis beyond just Detroit. Denver, Chicago, and Philadelphia are all similar to Detroit 
in terms of having all four major sports teams located within the city limits of the 
principal city. Further research may find that there is in fact a link between the 
compactness of a city’s entertainment district and its level of walkable urbanism, by 
looking for trends across these four cities. I also would have liked to analyze the equity 
of Detroit’s resurgence. One question to consider is, what effect will the resurgence of 
Detroit’s downtown have on other areas of the city? Will the residents reap the 
benefits of the bubbling downtown business district or will the rich get richer?

A city does not accrue billions of dollars in debt 
overnight. That just does not happen. The current state 
of Detroit’s financial landscape cannot be examined, 
without first looking at the role the city’s history. Most 
of the city’s current problems are linked to the policies 
that were implemented in the twentieth century, in 
response to changes in the population and 
industrialization. The graph below shows Detroit’s 
population since 1850. 

FUTURE RESEARCH

Detroit has always been a city that has relied on the 
automotive industry. In 1960s, the leadership in Detroit 
was playing a dangerous game by exclusively relying on 
the auto industry to sustain an entire economy. The 
problem with the sole reliance on the auto industry is 
that the city was simultaneously dealing with a rapidly 
declining population and auto companies moving to 
nearby suburbs.

Mayor Coleman Young, elected mayor in 1973, attempted to balance the 
city’s budget by cutting costs. His cutbacks included reducing the city’s 
recreation infrastructure and reducing the public safety workforce. Following 
Young’s efforts to balance the budget, Standard and Poor’s upgraded 
Detroit’s bond rating to investment grade in 1986. This was the start of a 
borrowing spree that would continue to plague the city into the twenty-first 
century. Another contributing factor to Detroit’s fiscal problems was funding 
a municipal workforce that was far too large. Like the debt tab, the costs of 
retiree benefits and worker’s pensions eventually caught up to Detroit. The 
city’s pension fund distributed excess earnings each year to retirees and 
active employees. These bonuses are called “13th checks” and have been in 
practice since at least the 1980s.    
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